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A Grecian sponge, a red glow, an
eruption, a delirium, a seething flood, a bubble
on a flying gulf, a dream with no edges,
a comet, “rains of incarnadine carbuncles,”
crawling snakes, a swarm, whirlwinds of
meaninglessness, thousands of sandstorms,
a “lightning centipede spreading out,” flocks
of soapy spheres, torches and brilliant lights1
– in his autobiographical novel Kotik Letaev,
first published as a book in 1922, Andrei Bely
attempted to recreate his early childhood
experience. The result is a fragmentary text
riven with lacunae, strewn with surreal images
and wracked by temporal discontinuities.
Bely’s retroactive imagining of his own infantile
modes of perception seems to serve to cast
the familiar adult world in surprising lights,
rendering the quotidian strange.
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Can an adult really access their own childhood sensations?
Can an adult know how a baby experiences the world? Do all babies
perceive the world identically? Are they all born alike? Does the kind
of world a baby inhabits influence even its earliest interactions with
the extrauterine world? What exactly is a baby anyway?
Writing in 1983 – incidentally when I was a baby – Denise
Riley contended that “generally held notions – of what an individual
is, what society is – slip, uncriticised into child psychology.”2
Her book War in the Nursery: Theories of the Child and Mother
is a critique of post-war British developmental psychology and
its entanglements with the British state. Riley’s argument that
ideological assumptions about the world underpin all apparently
neutral scientific descriptions of early childhood experience (and
hence enable the ideological to be mistaken for the natural) is
still applicable today even if “generally held” assumptions about
childhood have shifted since the early 1980s (and are different in
different places). Psychological ideas are not cordoned off from
the people they aim to describe and sometimes treat, nor are they
formed in a vacuum.
In this little (baby) essay I will discuss a particular approach to
childhood psychology developed in the Soviet Union. This historical
example, in which the ideological assumptions underpinning it are
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less likely to go unnoticed than those underpinning theories we take
for granted as neutral descriptions of nature today, might act to
denaturalise the present – the peculiar preoccupations of the past
might help to open up questions about the relationship of children
to adults that otherwise seem too obvious to be posed. Indeed, the
interruptive relation between past and present (strange and familiar)
this approach implies, mimics the interruptive relation between child
and adult I intend to explore.
In 1958 the Soviet psychologist and neurologist Alexander
Luria (1902–1977) met the British psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott
(1896–1971) at an international conference in Copenhagen. Winnicott
subsequently contacted Luria to ask whether his paper The First Year
of Life would be of interest to Soviet psychologists. He concluded
his letter by noting: “It interests me very much that babies are
really the same everywhere.”3 Written at the height of the Cold War,
Winnicott’s comment seems intended as an oblique gesture of
empathy across the ideological divide. Luria would probably have
agreed with Winnicott’s statement regarding the universal qualities
of baby-hood, but however similar Soviet and British babies may
have been, distinct ideas about babies and their development
emerged in each context. Like Winnicott, Luria was concerned with
the child’s adjustment to its environment, the development of the
imagination, and language acquisition, but questions relating to the
family, the child’s relationship to the mother, gender difference and
childhood sexuality – some of the central tenets of psychoanalytic
theories of childhood – are conspicuous by their almost complete
absence from Luria’s writings on child psychology.4
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Disrupted, disorganized, impulsive, spontaneous – in most
of Luria’s accounts early childhood perception seems to conform
to Bely’s literary presentation. The newborn child is a chaos who
perceives the world as an undifferentiated confusion of “noises and
splotches.”5 Luria wrote that the young child performs “an imbroglio
of actions… [a] rich and often grotesque mixture of mutually
contradictory forms.”6 But unlike for Bely, who celebrated and
revelled in the uniqueness of childhood perception, for Luria (and
Lev Vygotsky who he collaborated and co-authored texts with until
the latter’s death in 1934) the “splintered and peculiar” perception of
the infant should ideally be overcome as swiftly as possible.7
The child is defined as a “very special type of creature,
who qualitatively differs from an adult.”8 The baby’s initial stage
of “irradiated arousal” is only gradually replaced by more stable
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perceptions.9 Luria claims that young children continue to be
solitary, passive and organic, concerned only with their own comfort.
They have yet to encounter the obstacles presented by reality and
seek only to satisfy their immediate wants and needs. He was
concerned with tracing the process by which humans overcome this
initial stage of life and “progress” to adulthood. For this to happen,
he claimed, culture (the world) must intervene in nature (the baby).
For Luria, a child’s “entrance into life” is not its birth but its initiation
into the social world.10
A similar understanding of how human consciousness is
shaped environmentally is evident in Emanuel Almborg’s 2016
video work Talking Hands/Говорящие руки, which draws on

Much of the (undated) film footage shows classes,
exercises and workshop activities with adult students. We see
a group outing filmed in the city on a sunny day, running their
hands across the wooden carvings on a doorway, tracing the
names on plaques with their fingers and stroking the faces of
large stone statues. We also see people today communicating
with their hands in a specific signing method developed at the
school (the “talking hands” of the film’s title). Early in the film
a small deaf and blind child is shown sitting on a chair. The child
is shown how to use a spoon by an adult. A voiceover reads from
a text by the philosopher Evald Ilyenkov, also associated with the
school, which describes the spoon as a cultural tool that acts as
a path to the human world, initiating the child into an environment
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16mm archival footage from the Zagorsk School just north of
Moscow, opened in 1963, where deaf and blind people were
educated. Alexander Meshcheryakov, who ran the school, was
a student of Luria’s and placed himself in the same tradition as
Luria and Vygotsky.11 As in Luria’s earlier research conducted
with Vygotsky, the assertion is made that humans are not born as
people but become people over time through their engagement
with the social world around them, framed as a transition from
nature to culture.
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of socially meaningful objects. Initially guided by an adult,
eventually the child learns to use the spoon by itself. Though
Luria (like Meshcheryakov) distinguished between the education
and study of deaf and blind children from the education and study
of children who could hear and see, a Marxist understanding of
the subject’s formation by – and ultimately of – their environment,
underpinned his work in both fields.
For Luria, the “accidental, separate and fluctuating
scraps”12 of a baby’s original jumbled perceptions are gradully
replaced by more stable and complete pictures. But as the
external world becomes gradually more orderly, it begins to
merge with the child’s inner world. As a result, the child continues
“to hatch up unusually vivid fantasies” in order to live between
two worlds.13 For Luria, the transition to adulthood involves
12
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developing the ability to keep the realms of fantasy and reality
firmly apart. It is only then that the individual will be able to exert
“an efficient influence on the world.”14 A process of cultural
reconstruction must occur for the child to shed its early fantasies
and “ascend” to the adult stage, adapted to (and therefore
capable of adapting) the external world. Play plays a key role
here.
Luria claimed that games function as a rehearsal for adult
life. He criticized representations of the child as a tiny adult yet
his project was dedicated to ensuring these peculiar and weird
creatures adopt the features of their adult progenitors as swiftly
as possible. The child was defined in relation to an ideal adult
understood as a rational, mature and “harmonious” figure; his
work was attentive to how “discrete, defined structures begin
to crystallize out of the chaos of different shades and hues.”15
He sought to figure out how the transition from chaos (nature/
baby) to order (culture/adult) might best be facilitated through
education. Babies might be born equal but they would not
automatically attain their full adult potential without interventions
and assistance from the outside, which for Luria mostly meant
optimal education.
Speech and the Development of Mental Processes in the
Child is based on Luria’s work with 750 pairs of twins who were
under investigation in Moscow in the early 1930s. The study of
twins, particularly identical twins, was pursued as it allowed for
parallel experiments to be conducted with people presumed to be
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biologically and experientially similar, for comparative purposes.
The book focuses on one pair of identical twins, Yura and Liosha.
Luria notes that although the twins are “good, cheerful, energetic,
mischievous, friendly and affectionate,” they are insufficiently
“advanced.”16 The twins have grown up playing together and
have thus developed a private language that is more simplistic or
“concrete” than that of most children their age. They have a very
limited vocabulary, tend to distort words and the language they
use tends to pertain to their immediate surroundings or situation.
The experiment observes the twins together, before placing
them in a communal children’s home where they are separated:
both stay in children’s homes but one receives additional
language lessons. The book traces the changes that occur in the
twins’ speech and behaviour as a result. In one experiment the
separated twins are both presented with images of animals with
human apparel or attributes. Luria records their responses (Child
A has received extra tuition, unlike Child B):
Yura (A):
“Does this happen?” “It does.” “What is the cat doing?” “The
cat is playing.” “Can a cat really play on the violin?” “No.” “Then
does this happen?” “No.”
Liosha (B):
“Is this drawing right?” “It is.” “Can a cat really dance like
this?” “No.” “Then is the drawing right or not?” “Right.” “Have you
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no relation to our life and its problems.’”19 Luria similarly saw the
function of imagination as primarily tied to envisioning and enacting
realistic goals.
Luria approvingly cites the influential children’s author Kornei
Chukovsky in The Child and His Behaviour (1930). Chukovsky’s work
came under attack in the late 1920s, but he eventually emerged
triumphant, surviving the purges to become one of the Soviet
Union’s most prominent children’s authors.20 Although socialist
realism was established as the dominant Soviet literary genre at the
Soviet Writers’ Congress in 1934, this, somewhat counterintuitively,
coincided with the official re-introduction of traditional fairytales for
children.21 Chukovsky was to play a prominent role in the eventual
denunciation of Pedology later in the decade.22 Chukovsky’s Little
Children, first published in 1928 and re-issued numerous times
(under the title From Two to Five), presents a collection of the
utterances of children, which he characterises as “apt, beautiful
and natural.”23 He praises children’s joyful and inquisitive minds,
delighting in their malapropisms and incorrect suppositions.
Despite Luria’s apparent appreciation of Chukovsky’s
approach, Chukovsky attacks early Soviet educators for not
recognising the value of teaching poetry to children, quoting from
a father’s letter that he says is typical of attitudes of the late 1920s:

Josef Čapek, Povídání o pejskovi a kočičce, 1937. Source: Public Domain,
Wikimedia Commons

seen a cat play on a balalaika?” “No.” “Then is this drawing right or
not?” “Right.” “But can a cat play on a balaika?” etc.17
This example is used to demonstrate the development of
a “theoretical” attitude. The first child is deemed more advanced
than second because he is able to identify that a cat cannot actually
play a musical instrument. Luria is clear that imagination is valued
insofar as it relates to the capacity to plan ahead, to construct and
enact realistic goals for the future, but a clear division between
fantasy and reality needs to be instilled for the healthy development
of the child.

“Shame on you Comrade Chukovsky, for filling the heads
of our children with all kinds of nonsense, such as that trees
grow shoes. I have read with indignation in one of your books
such fantastic lines as ‘Frogs fly up in the sky/Fish sit in the
fishermen’s lap/Mice catch cats/And lock them up in/Mousetraps.’
Why do you distort realistic facts? Children need socially useful
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In the 1920s and early 1930s there were conflicting ideas
in the Soviet Union about the fantasy life of children, which were
expressed in debates on the status of fairy tales. The mainstream
Party line initially advocated an attack on children’s literature that
departed from everyday life accompanied by stern proclamations:
“There is nothing to justify cats dressed up in hats or dogs
baking pies; these fairground images add nothing positive to
a child’s emotions, nor do they inculcate clear ideas about animal
behaviour.”18 Dorothy Thompson, who visited the Soviet Union in
1928, recalled being informed by a teacher of a proletarian
re-writing of Cinderella which saw the monarchy overthrown with
the justification that “‘we do not want the energies of this coming
generation dissipated by fantastic dreams about things which have
17
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Chukovsky’s diatribes against those intent on sapping the
“creative genius of the people”28 were explicitly aimed at pedologists
who he accused of making a “banal fetish” of practicality.29 He
recounts that in 1929 he visited a children’s home where a fairytale
book was snatched from him by a man in uniform:
the pedologists are worried and tremble at the thought that
children will actually believe that shoes grow on trees. Some children
are so suspicious of everything – even the most poetic, that is, the
most unreal – that everything beyond the limits of the everyday and
the ordinary they consider a bold-faced and senseless fabrication.30
For Chukovsky, however, an inversion of reality always
existed as a counterpart to reality itself, presenting an image of the
world turned upside down serves to enforce the child’s orientation to
the existing right-way-up state of things. Ultimately, Chukovsky and
the pedologists he attacked shared assumptions about childhood
perception and learning processes. Both Chukovsky and Luria were
primarily concerned with teaching the child to orient itself to the
established structures of the world.31 But could this model be turned
upside down in favour of an understanding of childhood focused on
the mutual interactions of children with adults? Though learning from
and cared for by adults, might children also act to disrupt adults’
habitual assumptions about the world?

Illustration from the book by Kornei Chukovsky titled Little Children, 1928

information and not fantastic stories about white bears who cry
cock-a-doodle-doo.”24
Chukovsky rails against the crushing of children’s creative
impulses claiming that an overzealous attachment to realism is
restrictive and “risks fading the colour out of the child’s speech,
making it anaemic and devitalised, killing in its wonderful
childishness and inflicting a permanent harm.”25 Children, he argues,
have an innate aversion to the established order of things, as such
they delight in stories and games that enact a “violation of reality”:
“the child is attracted to that topsy-turvy world where legless men
run, water burns, horses gallop astride their riders, and cows nibble
on peas on the top of birch trees.”26 Unlike Luria, who maintained
that young children confuse reality and fantasy, Chukovsky insists
that children are well aware of the distinction between the two:
a child does not eat the sand pie that it bakes on the beach.27

I began by citing Bely though he, born in 1880, was not
a Soviet baby. Kotik Letaev was written just before the October
Revolution. Bely died a few months before the Soviet Writers’
Congress in 1934. Though he influenced the authors of works that
became prototypes for the socialist realist novel, his writings were
not reprinted between the late 1930s and the mid-1960s (during the
period of the “thaw”). His literary attempt to plunge an adult reader
into the disorienting world of childhood – though an impossible
exercise – insisted on evoking the weirdness and unfamiliarity of
early infantile perception. Although Luria sought to overcome this
stage as quickly as possible he nonetheless still characterised early
modes of perception in similar terms, indicating that real experiences
of really existing socialism (whether it was really socialist or not)
could be as disjointed and chaotic as the kinds of literature officially
decried as anathema to socialist reality. As Esther Leslies argues:
“Modern experience is fragmentary. We experience the world
in bits and pieces… because the world and ourselves are split in
multiple ways… Modernist art, in re-mediating that fragmentariness,
produces a historically authentic mirror of experience. To that extent,
it is an art of the real.”32
Luria described individual development as a transition from
the chaos of childhood to the order of adulthood. Yet unlike the
orthodox Marxist-Leninist vision of historical development that
structured the socialist realist master plot and sees the triumph
of harmony over fragmentation, new Soviet babies – disrupted,
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disorganized, impulsive, spontaneous – continued to be born. Chaos
and order necessarily co-exist.
Rather than approaching babies with an ideal image
of what they should ideally become, would it be possible
to approach them on their own terms? Could there be
a psychological equivalent of Bely’s novel? Could learning move
in two directions, between adult and child, and could adults
learn from how children manipulate, mess up and play with the
world they find themselves in even as they help children to orient
themselves within it? Could adults learn from children’s “upside
down” assumptions, from their malapropisms or fantasies? Could
doing so help to set the existing structures of the world into
question and even, perhaps, the ideological assumptions that
underpin them?
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